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			METHODS OF RECONCILIATION


	The Sacrament of Reconciliation can be experienced in three ways: general absolution, a Penance Service and individual Confession.  General absolution can be given in case of emergency, such as a disaster with multiple life threatening injuries or before a battle.  Some bishops have permitted this in their dioceses as an occasional occurrence to show the compassion of the Church.  It has the advantage of being a gentle way of leading people back to the Sacraments, which can be difficult for those who have been away for a lengthy period of time.  They are fearful and reluctant to face a priest.  This is a way to get them over the hump.  The Penance Service usually consists of hymns, a homily on the merciful goodness of the Lord, a general examination of conscience, personal confession and general absolution.  Individual Confession, most of us are familiar with and have experienced.

	In the opinion of the author, the preferred method, with some modifications, would be the Penance Service.  It emphasizes the communal dimension of sin and forgiveness.  The penitent, moreover, could have some real control over how this Sacrament is effectuated.  (In the individual Confession, it is mostly in the hands of the priest.)  However, we would be best served with the following alterations: smaller numbers, more lay participation, personal sharing, between the participants, in the examination of conscience and choice of penance.  At the present time, the numbers tend to be large.  It would be better done in a home with people who know one another as participants.  Fifteen or twenty would be recommended.  (We have a practical problem with this because of our ordination policies.  That will not be a long term difficulty.)  When the numbers reach several hundred, it is difficult to have much personal interaction.  

	Lay involvement is highly recommended.  There is no reason why the talk creating the atmosphere for this Sacrament cannot be given by a lay woman/man.  The people can choose the hymns and determine the format of the Service.  Prayer should be salted through the evening.  One person or several can present a practical, meaningful examination of conscience.  Following that, there can be a sharing among the people of what has helped them to face their sins, honestly and sincerely.  The priest participates in this, as well as the laity.  Then the confession proper.  This is done directly to the priest, individually, in a side room, while all the others pray for great fruit for the priest and penitent.  The Confession could be made publicly by those who chose to do so.  (We probably are not ready for that at this stage of development in the Church.  But this would be ideal.)

	When everyone who wishes has confessed, the group discusses with one another suitable penances.  Each person shares with the community the one they will adopt.  Then, each person expresses openly their sense of contrition and commitment to change.  The priest then affirms their choice of penance, accepts their contrition and offers them absolution in the name of the Lord and of His people.  The evening concludes with a joyful sharing together of what this Sacrament has meant.

	This method of Sacramental Reconciliation is so much more personal and supportive.  It brings out our mutuality in sin and the power the Lord has invested in us to forgive.  It reduces the danger of a private and separate spirituality.  This is an ideal, however, many, if not most, in the Church, are presently unprepared to accept.  In our circumstances, at this moment of Church growth, the form of the Sacrament which offers the lay person the most opportunity to approach the ideal is face to face, one on one Confession, with a regular confessor.  The penitent has the power to create the environment most conducive to the type of Reconciliation we envisage.  Besides, it will prepare the way, in the Church at large, for acceptance of the communal ideal.

	The rest of this booklet will focus, therefore, on the individual reception of this Sacrament.  We will attempt to offer the theology and spirituality which calls forth an awareness of the ecclesial and communal basis of sin and redemption.  As will be evident, much of the grace and power of the Penance Service can be experienced through individual participation.  As we grow through individual Confession, practiced with these insights, we will be more disposed to the more communal format.


				PRESENT SITUATION


	As a phenomenon of the past twenty or so years, the Sacrament of Reconciliation for the most part, has fallen into disuse, even among the most sincere and serious Catholics.  There are many reasons for this, chief of which are poor and non-pastoral catechisis and practice.  Many, most faithful people, went to Confession from their childhood to their old age with varying impacts.  At worst, it led to guilt trips or, on the opposite end of the scale, a mentality of permission for sin, or it became a necessary condition for receiving Holy Communion, or was one of those rituals in which Catholics engaged.  This is not to say there were not occasions when some penitents deeply experienced a powerful unburdening through the Lord.  However, for too many, it was an act of blind faith, without a real sense of being directly and personally touched by the Lord.

	So when the changes came, this was one of the first things dropped.  What has happened is simply amazing.  There had been huge lines every Saturday afternoon and evening, in every parish church in the country, for a total of five or so hours.  We now have one or, at the most two hours, by one confessor, whereas before there were up to four or five.  The priest, previously, didn't have time to breathe, when in the confessional; now, he brings a book with him to pass the time.  It almost seemed there had been a law passed which said going to confession was forbidden.  This drop off was so overwhelming and universal it carried a message from the people.  No one denies the truth of this Sacrament but there is broad scale rejection of its relevance and personal meaning.

	This is understandable, under the circumstances, yet a terrible mistake.  Without doubt, this Sacrament had not been allowed to grow to its full dimension and power.  What was there was not so bad, for the most part  There were, however, tragic excesses and injustices.  The main problem was what was not there.  We so emphasized the objective reality of forgiveness through absolution, presuming minimal disposition, that we pretty much left it at that.  We so concentrated upon the divine, we ignored the human.  We did not pay sufficient attention to what the penitent was perceiving and experiencing, internally.  We said believing that the absolution was effective and forgiveness had taken place was sufficient.  No doubt, the merciful power of the Lord descended upon us through this Sacrament but, for many, this did not reach beyond intellectual appreciation.  They didn't feel different, which they could reasonably expect to be the result of such close interfacing with the Lord.

	Thus, when the implied connection with the Eucharist was removed, people hadn't been experiencing enough spiritual meaning in Reconciliation, in itself, for them to be motivated to continue participation.  It had been, for them, a necessary preliminary step to the Eucharist, a requirement for eligibility.  Once that was lifted, they had no particular motivation to go.  The result has been a deterioration in our spirituality, a loosing of our bonds to the Church and a loss of a sense of sin.  All of which leads to a gradual eroding of our awareness that being Catholic is a life style, a Godly culture, rather than a series of religious practices and a set of dogmas.

	From the previous danger of being sin ridden, we have now become rid of sin.  The last condition is at least as bad as the first.  Both lead us into lives of delusion.  To live a life constantly burdened by our sins, real or imagined, makes the generosity of soul which the Gospel proclaims something beyond us because of the heaviness of heart pervading us and the sense of being so unworthy.  On the other hand, when sin is a remote and unlikely possibility, in our lives, we become self sufficient and, almost, gods ourselves.  It is the fulfillment of the passage from Genesis when Adam and Eve were tempted to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and, then, they would become like God.

	Our condition in this world is that of redeemed sinners.  This cannot merely be: "Yes, I have sometime in the past committed sin but that's over now.".  Our condition of redemption is not a one shot deal.  Redemption is continuous because we are, not were, sinners.  Our gratitude to God for sending His divine Son to save us must be a present living appreciation, not merely a thank you for past services rendered.

	The worst effect of the loss of a sense of sinfulness is that it changes our relationship with Jesus.  If I am not a sinner, then Jesus can be my God, my prophet, my leader, my friend.  He can be a most important person in my life.  But he cannot be my Savior because, without sin, I perceive no need of salvation.  It cannot be that I have committed sin or might again.  That doesn't affect my present.  It means, he once saved me and might again but right now I have a different relationship with him.  We could paraphrase his words from the cross: "He saves others.  Me, he cannot save because I have nothing to be saved from.".  None of us would say that but it is the logical consequence of where many are, in the Church today.  It almost appears that we have cancelled sin.  Personal sin is looked upon as old Church.

	One result of the absence of Confession in our lives is the callousing of our consciences.  The experience of confessors is that the longer the person has been away from Confession, the less they have to say.  They are not lying or deliberately holding something back but are so used to being the way they are that they see no sinfulness or none they consider significant.  It's like a family.  If the reconciliation between the members is constant and persistent they will be much more sensitive to what each other finds hurtful.  Should reconciliation be intermittent, not only the power of their coming together will be missed, they won't even realize any separation and, therefore, feel no need to restore the relationship.  The act of experiencing the Sacrament of Reconciliation, frequently, with its accompanying examination of conscience, sensitizes us to our true situation as sinners.  In its absence, we have no checks on ourselves and take for granted that the way we are living is, at least, acceptable.

	An excuse, often offered to justify the absence or the practical absence of the Sacrament of Reconciliation in our lives, is an idolization of self image and self appreciation.  We chant: "Affirm me!  Affirm Me!", constantly.  We have come to the ridiculous situation in which sin is not even supposed to be mentioned.  How often does a priest talk about personal sin from the pulpit?  Yes social sin is mentioned.  That is a big improvement.  In the past, we tended to focus almost exclusively on personal sin and ignored the social justice dimension.  Now the reverse holds true.

	Both approaches are lacking.  Without coming to grips with our personal sins, we will not take responsibility for our personal involvement in injustice, on the cultural plane.  Interestingly enough, when it comes to our jobs, parenting, weight, self improvement of one kind or other we have no difficulty in accepting self evaluation.  We are open to recognizing mistakes and errors, in the way we conduct ourselves.  We perceive someone who resists that, in these areas, who believes they have their act completely together as arrogant, at worst, or completely out of it, at the least.  It is looked upon as silly and self deluding.  Frequent self examination in these fields is considered mature and wise.

	Thus, we must restore Confession to its proper place in our lives.  This is not to suggest returning to the practice of the past.  There were many faults and inadequacies.  We are wise to make use of the new insights, with which the Holy Spirit has blessed the Church, in regards to sin, reconciliation, forgiveness and sacramental experience.  What follows is an attempt to take the various dimensions of the Sacrament of Reconciliation in order to spell out the possibilities and opportunities in the most positive and encouraging way possible.  It is aimed at believers who truly want to take advantage of their full potential in the Lord.


				FALSE IDEAS


	Examination of conscience, unfortunately, can come across as something negative or threatening.  It can seem a put down.  There seems to be a harshness, an element of: "gotcha" about it.  The purpose seems to be to discover what's wrong for its own sake.  It is likely to concentrate on the activities rather than the personhood of the individual.  Actually, Reconciliation is an exercise defining the goodness of the person.  Only good people are interested in evaluating themselves in order to be at their best.  People who don't examine their consciences are either quite content with their present way of being or the thought that any examination is called for never occurs to them.  They are spiritually oblivious.

	Tragically, this is not only prevalent among people with very little, if any, religious sensibilities and involvement but even among those quite religious and prayerful.  It is not unusual, in such circles, to hear the statement, "God loves me just the way I am.".  Of course, the fact that it is often expressed more as a challenge or a defense than a simple declaration clues us into the fact that there is much more there than appears on the surface.  The truth, without any doubt, is that God does love me completely and absolutely but sometimes He hates the way I am.  He does not have to approve or give permission for my conduct in order to love me.  On occasions, more often than any of us would prefer to face, our conduct and even our lifestyle is inexcusable.  But we hide behind God's unyielding love for us to give us permission to continue practices and habits against His will for us and against our own best interest.  His love should lead us to a greater desire to purify our lives and live up to the possibilities His love offers us.

	Forgiveness is such a beautiful experience.  It is truly divine.  We are made new again, there is a rebirth.  There is no forgiveness, though, without sin because there is nothing to forgive.  We deprive ourselves of one of the most magnificent possibilities in our lives, when we run away from our sinfulness.

	The love of Jesus and the love of God should encourage us to face our sins rather than to deny them.  The totality of their love for us should give us the security we need to be honest with ourselves, in facing our need to change.  Their love gives us the power to make those changes.  Rather than being embarrassed to admit our sinfulness, or worse, hardhearted enough to refuse to own up to them, we must be humble enough to throw ourselves on the mercy of our Father and have Him restore us to our real selves with our capability to love fully restored and the wounds of our sins healed.  This is impossible without our imitating the Prodigal Son and coming to ourselves.  Forgiveness cannot be imposed upon us.  It cannot be forced.  It must be something we voluntarily seek.  Forgiveness can only be offered as a gift, one that we accept.

	If we don't personally face into our sins, we would not see forgiveness as a gift but an accusation.  For example, suppose a husband came up to his wife and said out of the blue: "I forgive you.".  Unless his wife had come, within herself, to the recognition she had offended him and understood how she had done so, she would most likely look on his approach as one intended to start a fight or see him as arrogant and judgmental.  A spouse can be manipulative, offering forgiveness as a way to get the other to admit inflicting a hurt.  For forgiveness to take effect we have to desire it, be open to it and see a need for it.  That, of course, starts with a sensitive conscience, one exercised with sincerity and frequency.


			ONLY GOOD PEOPLE HAVE SINS


	As we read this, it is essential to recognize that the purpose of this Booklet is to proclaim the reader's goodness and not to expose their badness.  You can, in fact, always tell the goodness of a person by their sins.  Bad people don't have any.  They are completely oblivious to their sins or forgive themselves with no compunction.  The holiest people have the most tender consciences.  We're not talking about scruples here.  Such a condition has nothing to do with morality.  It is a neurosis, a psychological aberration.  Interesting to note, though, is that the people claiming to be avoiding scruples are, usually, very unlikely to be suffering from them.  Those, so afflicted, cannot be persuaded, even by the most experienced spiritual guide, that their moral concerns and worries are off base.

	When someone avoids facing sin because of the fear of scruples, it is a fairly good sign that is the least of their problems.  The truly scrupulous person is convinced they do not suffer such a condition.  They cannot be convinced, even with the most sincere and caring direction, that their moral judgements are unreasonable.  To be scrupulous is to be in a state of moral confusion, so total, that my normal ability to evaluate and choose is clouded over.  I become surrounded by sinfulness, to the degree that in one area, several or all, I constantly find sin in myself.  For example, a parent might have gently but strongly reprimanded a child who had misbehaved.  There was nothing wrong in what he/she did.  But they are overwhelmed by guilt and feel it is necessary to go to confession.  Another example of scrupulosity is the person who finds sin in every thought about sex.

	Truly devout people, led by the Spirit, on the other hand, are focused on the goodness of God and his munificence to them.  Their life is one of fulfillment and joy.  They search out sin within themselves, not to wallow in it or to make it primary in their lives but open themselves to greater possibilities of goodness.  Their motivation is not to discover how many black marks they can dig up.  Rather, they are drawn by the wonderful, awesome goodness of God to become more like Him.  It is like someone in love, who wants to be at their best for their beloved.  They look at themselves to discern what might get in the way of their love, what could put limits on it.  Their goal is not to put themselves down, but, full of love, they wish to eliminate any barriers to the way they express their devotion.

	You can tell the goodness of a person by their sins.  For example, if you were to ask a truly devoted wife/husband, one who had a great marriage, how they were failing their spouse, they could answer you immediately.  Should you ask that same question of a person in a mediocre marriage, they would likely hem and haw and end up saying something like: "I guess I'm not perfect but she/he could do worse.".  In a bad marriage, he will tell you her sins and she will tell you his.  The most grace filled people have the most sensitive consciences.  They are not sin obsessed.  They do not consider themselves failures.  They do, however, see their potential and are ambitious to fulfill it.

	Another temptation, easy to fall into, is to have a very la-de-da attitude toward sin - at least my own.  We are much less likely to be as tolerant of the sins of others against us.  We hide behind the excuse of having been that way all our lives or of believing we're just that kind of person and can't help ourselves.  We make our sins personality traits, over which we have no control.  That is not true.  We have made ourselves to be the kind of persons we are, by repeated small actions over the course of our lives.

	To take a small example.  Suppose I have a habit of bad language.  I can't say I've been that way all my life.  I didn't come out of my mother's womb shouting curse words.  No, I used one word, once, then another.  I said them more often and gradually it became a way of speaking with me.  The only way out is to reverse the process, by repeated small biting down on my tongue until I get out of that pattern of speech.  The same is true, if the kind of person I see myself to be, is angry or abusive (all anger is abusive), critical, chauvinistic, exploitive, irresponsible, self centered, or what have you.  Or it could be a frame of mind toward those of other races.  Maybe, I don't openly do or say anything grossly racist but just feel uncomfortable, threatened or cold, when in their company.

	I excuse myself from any fault because I am not doing or saying anything of which others are not equally guilty.  Besides, my feelings are so deeply imbedded I say to myself that I can't do anything about them.  Actually, when we say: "That's the kind of person I am.", we mean it is something I was born with or was done to me.  The truth is, it is the way I have made myself by the choices I have made throughout my life.  Thus, to be the kind of person I can and want to be, I have to make other choices.  But the initial step is to come to grips with the reality of how I really am and how it effects others.

	All of us do have a proclivity to sin, to be unloving, selfish.  Each of us has our own personal way of living out those inclinations.  But our sinfulness is not beyond our control.  It's like alcoholics.  This seems to be an innate condition, at least partially, if not completely, genetic.  They cannot control their alcoholism, that is a condition or disease but they can control their drinking.  Selfishness, to a greater or lesser extent is inherent in all of us but, like the alcoholic, we don't have to live out that condition.  The first step for the alcoholic, nothing useful happens until this step is taken, is to admit: "I am an alcoholic.".  For the Prodigal Son, coming to himself was a necessary first step to his reconciliation with his father.  Until he did so there was no hope for him.  An examination of conscience is a godly tool for the person who wants to make more out of his/her life, who does not want to be ordinary, who wants to be in charge of their life.

	In the United States today, one of the worst things you could accuse anyone of is hypocrisy.  To be called a hypocrite makes us all cringe.  Paradoxically, one of the most godly things we could do would be to pray for an increase of hypocrites.  Why would I say that?  Well look at the hypocrite and the non-hypocrite.  The typical hypocrite is one who goes to Mass quite pompously walking down the main aisle, ostentatiously receives Communion and, then, after Mass, goes out into the parking lot and curses out his fellow parishioners for blocking his way.

	The non-hypocrite, on the other hand, doesn't go to Church but goes to the supermarket and curses his neighbors there.  The only difference between the hypocrite and the non-hypocrite is that the non-hypocrite doesn't do anything good.  He doesn't give up the bad to escape the accusation of hypocrisy, he avoids the good.  He is saying there is no inconsistency in my life.  There is no contrast.  I am always the same.  You have to do at least something good to gain the title of hypocrite.  When someone proclaims with pride: "At least, I'm not a hypocrite," the only reasonable response, said with deep sorrow and compassion, is: "Oh, I didn't realize you were that evil.".

	No one of us, no matter how good we may be, could have our whole life exposed without something of which to be ashamed.  Truly, that embarrassment shows our goodness.  We want to be good, so much in our lives is good, so this sin in us stands out in sharp contradiction.  The shame, we feel, exposes the goodness in our hearts.

	The truly good person in recognizing hypocrisy adds to the good.  He or she increases the good things they do, in order to make up.  They may continue to fail in one or other area but recognize it as failure and want to eliminate it.  The non-hypocrite subtracts so he can be consistent.  He becomes embarrassed at being caught out doing something good which might spotlight his sins and call him to change.  So he either hides his goodness or drops it.  Because of the climate, in which goodness is looked upon as wimpy and badness exciting, we tend to accept the hypocrite's path.  We hide our goodness.  That way we can avoid being tagged with that terrible word.

	Do not be afraid of facing into sin.  Not facing it is fearsome.  I may be able to live my life without recognizing my sinfulness, but those who live with me or have any dealings with me, cannot.  The best people and those closest to God are most able to recognize and deal with their sinfulness.  St. Ignatius is a perfect example.  In his younger days he was a careless Catholic, to say the least.  The sixth Commandment was not his strongest point, he had a fierce temper and he certainly didn't overdo his attendance at Church.  Then, he had a conversion experience and truly turned to the Lord.  After that conversion, he perceived himself as the worst of sinners.  Any objective, outside observer would judge the sins which upset Ignatius were slight faults, at worst, but Ignatius took them much more seriously.  In his previous life, he wasn't at all upset with the way he lived, even though it was filled with violations of the Gospel way of life.  Now, he determined to truly live up to the graces God had given him.  He wasn't stupid or scrupulous.  He knew, in themselves, his previous  activities were much more out of line.  The difference was he, presently, knew just how much God loved and counted upon him, so he had to be much more responsible.  It was one thing, when he was unaware and spiritually inert.  Now, however, he had no excuse.


			  CONSCIENCE FORMATION


	One of our problems is that we have not been trained, as adults, in conscience formation.  So, when we examine our consciences, we tend to fall back on what we were taught as children.  It really is discouraging to sit in the confessional and hear a 42 year old man confess: stealing two pencils from the office, having had three impure thoughts and being distracted in his prayers.  Or a 35 year old woman mentioning: yelling at her children four times, lying twice and gossiping three times.  That is so shallow and childish.  No wonder good people find it unsatisfying and have very little motivation to make use of the Sacrament of Reconciliation.  They say to themselves that these things are not significant and, therefore, either the Sacrament itself, if concerned with these things, is not significant, or it was about other more serious matters which did not concern them.  What a loss that is.  All because we have not been trained into an adult way of perceiving sin.

	We have been raised to define sin as bad conduct.  In other words, if I do something improper or omit what is required, I have committed a sin.  That depersonalizes sin and puts it outside me.  The consequence is that I take my sins to Confession, instead of my personhood.  The frame of reference becomes something bad I did rather than the fact that I am a sinner.  There's all the difference in the world in the two attitudes.  In the first case, the effect of Confession is on the things I have done rather than me.  The goal of receiving the Sacrament becomes to remove those actions or omissions from my record.  Confession becomes a spiritual eraser.  Now I have a fresh start, a clean slate.

	Actually, something we should look at very intensely, to give us a different perspective on this, is the very name of this Sacrament.  It is called the Sacrament of Reconciliation.  That opens up a wholly different perspective on the matter.  The focus of the Sacrament is not on forgiveness but reconciliation.  Of course, forgiveness is a necessary dimension in reconciliation but only the first step.  Reconciliation restores people to relationship.  If there has been an offense, then the seeking and granting of forgiveness needs to be accomplished as a necessary support to the return to intimacy and belonging between them.

	But forgiveness in itself doesn't necessarily lead to that restoration in all cases.  You could have a husband or wife who recognized they had done something wrong - let's say being withdrawn and non communicative throughout an evening.  Later on, that person says "I'm sorry" to the spouse, the spouse accepts the apology and it's taken care of.  Yes, it is, but neither has necessarily addressed their relationship in this matter.  The offending party, being a good person, might have recognized since they acted improperly, an apology was in order.  The other might have accepted the apology because it means the incident is over, the unpleasantness has passed and their sense of what is right calls for them to accept apologies.  Both, in other words, are responding to personal integrity, doing what is right.  The forgiveness has been accomplished.  That is good, but the reconciliation has not necessarily been even looked at, much less effectuated.  The concentration of both has been on what was done.


				SIN IN THE BIBLE


	Great insight can be cast upon this by looking at the biblical definition of sin.  The Bible refers to sin as infidelity, adultery.  In other words, in biblical terms, sin always involves betrayal, destruction of relationship.  It is not the conduct in itself but the damage to the trust, the abandonment of intimacy which the Bible identifies as sinful.  In Biblical terms, the act, in itself alone, doesn't create the sin.  It is what that does to us.  The distance it causes and the distrust it builds is the heart of sinfulness.

	We see this in the story of the Prodigal Son.  When that boy came to himself, he said: "I will get up and go to my father and say to him: `Father, I have sinned against heaven and before you, I am not worthy to be called your son.".  Notice he didn't mention the money and the wasting of it nor did he bring up the prostitutes.  He went to the heart of his sinfulness.  These activities were merely the symptoms of his sinfulness, in a manner of speaking, the words with which he expressed his sin.  His real sin was his denial of their relationship, his abandonment of his father, his withdrawal from being a son.  Consequently, when he went to his father he didn't speak of his activities.  He went to the heart of the matter, saying: "I am not worthy to be called your son.".  The father responded on the same terms.  He didn't refer to the money or the sexual misconduct.  All he said was: "MY SON".  He reestablished the relationship.  He not only forgave the boy he reconciled with him.  There were no conditions.  He did not demand that the boy promise to reform his life and live for a while on probation.  It was simply and absolutely: "MY SON" reinforced by an embrace.  Then he called for a celebration.  That feast was not to honor the boy's giving up his past misconduct but to rejoice in his new found present, the reestablishment of their relationship.

	The prophecy of Hosea reinforces what we are saying about sin.  He uses his own relationship with his wife as a model of the relationship between God and His chosen people.  Hosea's wife was a prostitute.  He loved her with all his heart, constantly forgave her and called her back to their relationship, no matter how many times she sinned.  God acts thus, with His chosen people.  The point of Hosea's prophecy, however, was not merely the constant forgiveness but, even more importantly, the continuous recalling to intimacy.  His constant, yearning petition was: "Come back to me.".  He didn't talk about her sexual activities but their belonging to one another.  So too with our Father.  He is not interested in our misconduct but in our being His again.

	We know that we are supposed to hate the sin and love the sinner.  In the Church, the pendulum swings from one extreme to the other.  Either we so hate the sin that we transmit some of that hatred to the sinner and become harsh and condemnatory.  We forget the Gospel message about seeing the tiny speck in the other person's eye, while ignoring the huge log in our own.  Or we have so much concern and compassion for the individual that we excuse, minimize or deny the sin.  Scripture is such a powerful corrective to both inclinations.  In the Bible, the person always receives mercy, while, at the same time, the sin is clearly identified and rejected.


				SIN IS COMMUNAL


	Our lack of awareness of the true nature of sin as infidelity causes much of our problem.  We see sin as a violation of personal integrity, something we do and for which we must take responsibility.  Oh, it might have some negative effect on others, especially those around us, but it is MY sin.  At most, we would consider it as something between me and God.  But, even there, it is in terms of violating his rules.  For a baptized person sin is communal.  Any time a baptized person sins, the whole Church of Jesus Christ sins.  We are the Body of Christ.  If I punched someone in the nose I wouldn't say my hand, not me, committed the sin.  No, I committed the sin.  St. Paul is very clear on this.  He says that if a man sleeps with a harlot the whole body of Christ sleeps with her.  The whole Church of Jesus Christ sins, when any of us sin.  All sin of the Baptized is ecclesial.

	Our ecclesiology is poor.  We see ourselves, as Catholics, as members of a congregation and not as the Body of Christ.  We are flesh of each others flesh, bone of each others bone, in the Lord.  We see ourselves as a religion with practices, privileges, rules and regulations rather than a blood family in the blood of the Lamb.  We have some idea of communal sin, with priests and nuns.  For example, if a priest were to openly live with a woman, we would say "Father, you are not doing us any favors.".  Or, if Mother Superior were to appear at the Super Bowl four sheets to the wind, we might wish she was a closet drinker.  But the sins of priests and nuns do not turn most people off to the Church.  Most people don't know any priests and nuns so they don't know their sins.  The sins of the laity in the neighborhoods turn them off.  They see our sinfulness as a contradiction.  We go to Church regularly but are mean to our kids, just as grasping about material things, unashamedly cheat on our income tax, are racist, are just as jingoistic and nationalistic as they are.

	Sin is the opposite of miracles.  Miracles say: "Pay attention.  God is here.  There is something special going on.".  Sin, on the other hand, says: "You don't have to bother.  This is an ordinary group, just like the rest of us.  You don't have to look here for God.".  In other words, sin is anti evangelizing.  It proclaims the opposite of the Gospel message.  It is definitely not Good News.

	Part of our problem is that we think the purpose of belonging to the Church is to save our souls.  Jesus died for all men, all women, all boys and girls.  By his death on the cross, he has opened heaven.  We were chosen for the Church, not for salvation but for proclamation.  We are immersed in the Community of the Faithful in order to share in the Mission of Jesus which is to proclaim the Glad Tidings to all the world.  So, everything we do, for good or ill, speaks in his name.  How much he trusts us!  How much he believes in us!  In a very real way, Baptism is a wedding ceremony calling us to a full belonging.  The basic theology of Baptism teaches that the effects of that Sacrament immerses us in the life, death and resurrection of Jesus and introduces us into the life of the Trinity.  The Trinitarian life is one of total personal presence and responsiveness to one another.  Thus, the life of Baptism is that of intimacy with the Community of the Faithful.

	Sometimes, people ask: "Why do I have to go to Confession?  Can't I go directly to God?  Won't he forgive me?".  The answer, of course, is; "Yes".  But there is another dimension.  For example, suppose I insult my mother, can I go to God to be forgiven?  Naturally, the answer is: "Yes".  But don't you think I should also go to my mother.  Without doubt, all of us would agree with that.  We do not question God's forgiveness.  But we have to address the relationship as well.  The same is true in the Church.  When we sin, we damage the Church.  We make us, the Community of the Faithful, less believable as the Body of Christ.  So the question isn't: "Will God forgive me?".  That goes without saying.  The issue is what to do about the damage I have inflicted upon my brothers and sisters in the Church.  It is not enough to stop sinning and to change my conduct.  I have to personally express, to them, my change of heart.

	We don't understand the importance of that.  Take a couple.  Suppose the husband has gone out to a party with his wife and ignores her all evening.  Let's say he recognizes how off base that was, is sorry about it, asks God's forgiveness, resolves never to do that again and keeps his resolution.  But he never says anything about it to his wife.  Probably, his wife will notice the change and be pleased but the breech of relationship has not been addressed.  He has done well, beyond a shadow of a doubt, but not well enough.  He has addressed the problem of his improper conduct very well but he has to go to her.

	Take another example.  A husband reads the newspaper and doesn't listen to his wife, even though she wants very much to talk to him and has tried all evening.  Later on, when he realizes how hurt she is he is sincerely sorry.  So, in the privacy of their bedroom, he seeks her forgiveness.  That is wonderful but another dimension hasn't been faced, the children.  They have seen how he acted.  It sets a poor example for their own vision of what a man/woman relationship should be.  Also, they have suffered from the tension created.  Shouldn't he make up with his wife in their presence, as well as seeking forgiveness from the children?


			LORD I AM NOT WORTHY


	So too with us in the Church.  It is fine to recognize our sins, even better that we go to our Father for forgiveness and change our conduct.  But, another step needs to be taken.  We need to go to the Community we have estranged ourselves from, the Community who calls us theirs and whose name we bear, the Community we have damaged in the eyes of others.  We need to reconcile with them and restore our relationship.  In any reconciliation we can't just do it on our own terms.  We have to do it in the terms of the other, in ways they understand and appreciate.  A husband who has offended his wife may believe it is sufficient for him to be sorry within himself.  He may do some nice things for her to show he's himself again and then feel that's all there is to it.  He doesn't have to do any more.  But she needs to talk about it and to hear his apology.

	The same is true with us, the Body of Christ.  Just as with the children, whenever there is sin on the parents part, it effects them.  Consequently, the reconciliation is not complete, unless it includes them.  So too with us, in the Community of the Faithful.  We have to be thought of and involved.  Relationship with us has to be restored.  In the Church, one of the normal ways we reconcile is thru the Sacrament.  The very act of going is an overt and public expression of coming to ourselves and showing we want to be theirs again.  To accomplish the reconciliation with them is important.  This sacrament is their way to call us back to ourselves and to them.

	The people of the Church have established a way for us to face into the infidelity of our sins, the Sacrament of Reconciliation.  This Sacrament is directed to calling us back to belonging to one another, at reestablishing our intimacy.  They have identified and established a way for me to say directly and overtly: "I have not been faithful to us.".  To paraphrase the Prodigal Son, we are saying to the Body of Christ: "I am not worthy to be yours.  I am not worthy to be a Catholic.".  That is much more powerful and meaningful than merely throwing a few minor bad conduct marks into the pot.  The response from the people of the Church is the same as the Father of the Prodigal Son: "My Brother, My Sister".  An absolute, total embrace and proclamation of our relationship is affirmed in absolution.

	It is easy to look on such an approach as extreme.  To say something as devastating as: "I am not worthy to be a Catholic," causes us to squirm and protest.  We want to get off the hook by seeing our sins as not that big, no different from anyone else.  Or, possibly, I see my sins as significant to God but having nothing to do with my being Catholic.  Those responses come from a mindset which has not accepted the biblical view of sin and sees membership in the Church as a private religious experience.  It considers confession a ritual to restore my integrity, rather than reconciliation with the Body of Christ.

	Furthermore, the excuses, themselves, don't hold water.  Put them into the context of a husband/wife relationship.  The fact that every husband acts toward his wife much as I do, or even worse, doesn't improve the quality of my wife's life.  Dealing with my failures in marriage directly and exclusively with God leaves my wife hung out to dry.  Such an attitude determines sinfulness in terms of personal integrity rather than the effect on my relationship with my beloved.  As far as the size, significance or dimension of the sin it is not up to the sinner to determine that.  None of us are good judges in our own cases.  Often enough, we have a high threshold of the other person's pain.  The other person in the relationship, the one betrayed, whether a blood family member or the brothers and sisters in the Body of Christ, should be the determinant.

	But we still resist, if not resent that statement: "I am not worthy to be a Catholic.".  We want to find a way to reject it.  We say things like: "I'm no more unworthy than anyone one else.".  That is true, but irrelevant.  Or: "You're making too big a deal out of nothing.".  That indicates we haven't come to terms with our real sins, we're still of the childish level of petty violations of the commandments or, if we have faced meaningful sins, we haven't given them their real significance.  We are treating sins as normal and expected.  It used to be said: "Sin Is the greatest evil in the world.".  We are not likely to think that way.

	Or, worst of all: "What's so special about Catholics?".  The answer, of course, is that, in themselves, nothing.  They haven't done or accomplished anything, deserving of special recognition.  What the Lord has done to them makes them worthy of our honor.  He has chosen them through Baptism to be the Body of His Son and to carry out that Son's mission across the face of the earth.  This is true of all the Baptized, of whatever denomination, but we have a special responsibility toward those with whom we are in Communion.  They are family to us.  The Prodigal Son did not question what was so special about being a son.  That was his very identity.  Our core identity is to be a brother/sister sister in this Faith Community.

	The beautiful aspect in this approach is that it takes sin out of the objective realm and personalizes it.  Even more significantly, it deprivatizes it.  We are accustomed to looking upon our sins as between ourselves and God.  While we accept the gift of the Sacrament of Reconciliation, we tend to see it as a ritual which covers and surrounds the individualized interaction of God and myself.  We miss the communal dimension of both sin and forgiveness.  God did not call the Jews, nor does he call us, individually.  He doesn't call persons to himself; he calls a people.  Our vocation is to be His, not on a one to one basis, but in communion.  Little children tend to make the same mistake we do.  They say to their brother or sister: "My father/mother told me...".  In other words, they take special private possession of the parent.  Their personal relationship supersedes, in their mind, the commonalty there.  That is why Jesus, in teaching us to pray, said: "When you pray say: "Our Father...".  He very explicitly did not use the word my.  We are to go to our Father bonded to His people.

	We are interesting people.  We have no difficulty speaking of our unworthiness before receiving the Eucharist.  Our defense is: "But that is Jesus, himself.".  So are the people of the Church.  They are equally the Body of Christ.  If I can say I am not worthy of the Eucharistic Body of Christ, it should be no more demanding for me to admit my unworthiness of the Ecclesial Body of Christ.  We see the two as different because the people of the Church are so intensely human.  Even more significantly, we have dichotomized between Jesus and the Church; we have separated him from his Body.  As a consequence, we have much more reverence for the Eucharist than we do for the Church Community.  We simply do not see these people as awesome and wonder-full because of whom the Lord has made them to be.  When we say: "I am not worthy of being a Catholic," we are really stating that we are not worthy of Catholics.  The Prodigal Son when he said that he was not worthy to be a son, he was really saying that he was not worthy of his Father.  The same is true for us.

	When we seek reconciliation in terms such as: "I am not worthy to be a Catholic," we finally come to grips with the reality that sin is not bad conduct but failure in relationship.  Moreover, we overtly state we have a commitment to a special relationship with Catholics and that bonding with them is central to our relationship with our Father.  That changes the picture completely and gives us a wholly different image of sin.  In a very real way, all sin is a sacrilege.  A sacrilege is the abuse of a holy thing.  The Church, that is the baptized people, is holy.  We do not, of course, mean every baptized person is a canonized saint.  We are all sinners.  But they have been immersed in the Lord and bodied with him.  Any offense, we as their brothers and sisters commit, stains and lessens them.  Our sins are their sins.  Our sins are communal.  That is why we can properly say: "I am not worthy to be a Catholic.  I am not worthy of them.".  Then, they reach out in full love saying: "My sister, my Brother.".

	Sin is so much around us.  Since it is so normal, usual and prevalent it is hard not to take it for granted.  We use the old cliche: "I'm only human.".  Isn't it interesting that we never appeal to our humanity, except in terms of our failures.  We never say: "I'm only human," when we have done something good.  For example, when we have been especially loving or generous.  It is when we have let someone down that we fall back on it.  Why can't we think of the magnificence of a Michelangelo or a Mother Teresa when appealing to our humanity.  Furthermore, because our perception of sin is bad conduct, our normal day in and day out circumstances protect us from extreme conduct.  After all, when was the last time any of us was tempted to rob a bank or attend an orgy.  We wouldn't even know where to find one and, besides, we haven't been invited.  A lot of times our virtue is lack of opportunity.


				SIN IS PAINFUL


	A help in coming to grips with the reality of sin is to face the pain.  That is essential in the constitution of any sin - it inflicts pain.  Of course, the most pain is inflicted on those I love and who love me.  Truly: "You only hurt the one you love.".  They allow you to get close enough to hurt them.  The vast majority of all suffering in this world is inflicted by sin.

	With the exception of the pain caused by physical phenomena: earthquakes, volcanoes, tornadoes, hurricanes, etc., from whence does pain come?  Percentagewise, very few people are affected by these.  Furthermore, we will never know until we get to heaven whether the Lord intended these activities to be controlled.  Think of all the brains, inventiveness and human ingenuity which went to waste because those so endowed did not become educated, or were refused an education because of prejudice or used their education to make money rather than to help people.  The only other major source of pain, except for sin, is disease.  Again the same comments could be made about God having equipped human beings to discover cures and that capability was suppressed for selfish purposes.

	But even taking these into account and leaving them at the same level of occurrence as presently happens, in the course of a lifetime, the most frequent and pervasive suffering is the direct result of sin, either my own or those of people with whom I am in contact.  There are broad dimensions of sinfulness which effect hundreds of millions every day - war, starvation, tyranny, injustice.  But even more people are damaged by chauvinism, racial and religious prejudice, anger, clericalism, children being well taken care of physically but lacking a true parental presence, coldness between spouses, taking each other for granted, manipulating each other, consumerism, moods, meanspiritedness, the day by day little indifferences, discourtesies, misunderstandings and pettiness which bring misery and bitterness into peoples' lives.

	We should look on sin as a form of torture.  That would put it in its proper perspective.  Some sins inflict major pain like a beating or whipping.  The more normal sins would be like the drip of water on a rock.  The constant, nagging insistence gradually erodes confidence and trust.  Of course, worst, is the element of betrayal, the infidelity dimension, - the "How could you of all people do this to me?", multiplies the pain.  When we see sin as improper activity, then, often, there is little motivation to avoid it or we have many excuses enabling us to give ourselves permission.  Because we are good people, personal integrity gives us a strong urgency to do right and avoid evil.  When we address the pain dimension, though, especially that of a loved one, we have a much greater urgency to eliminate sin from our lives.

	Possibly the worst factor in the pain, inflicted upon a loved one, is the memory track it establishes.  Even when the particular conduct ceases, the pain does not go away.  It remains deep within the consciousness of the person.  There is the recollection of the betrayal and the fear that it could happen again.  This becomes part of our relationship, part of the way I perceive the other.  It becomes a dimension of who you are to me.  Sin has a life span well beyond the moment it is activated, like certain non biodegradable plastics.  It never becomes absorbed, unless reconciliation and healing take place.

	When we address sin in its essence, as unfaithfulness and pain filled, then it is possible for us to accept as valid the Church's teaching that sin is the greatest evil in the world.  When it is merely considered to be improper or less than adequate activity, then it is possible to down grade its importance.  We are well able to live with our sins.  The Church, in God's name, reminds us that, while we might be able to live with our sins, those who love us can't.  Nor can the Body of Christ.  When members of the Church are in pain, the whole Church is in pain.  We all know when we have a head or back ache, even, if relatively minor, we are not ourselves.  We cannot function at full efficiency.  The same is true in the Church.






				JESUS AND SIN


	We can see sin as negative and shy away from the topic.  This is not only unreal but a tremendous loss.  The whole nature of Jesus Christ changes when sin is out of the picture for me.  The point of bringing up that reality is not to put us down or make us feel miserable but to put us into the right relationship with Jesus.  Jesus never loves me more than when I am a sinner because that is when he can be most himself with me.  That is when he can best show me how much he loves me.  He doesn't love me in spite of my sin.  He loves me in my very sin.  The definition of friend applies very well here - a friend is one who knows the worst about you and loves you anyway.  But he goes beyond that.  He knows the worst about me and doesn't just love me in spite of my sins.  He loves me in my sins.  That is why he came to us from his Father, in the first place.  He was sent to me precisely as sinner.  But it goes beyond that.  Through my sinfulness, he can most influence me and bring me to himself.

	The fashion today is to use Jesus to excuse our lack of conscience and reformation.  (It is interesting to note that there is much talk about the reformation of the Church.  In theological terms it is called: "Ecclesia semper reformanda - the Church must always be reformed.".  The statement rings a bell and is responded to with unanimous approval.  But the Church we call to reformation is the institutional Church, not ourselves.  We are pleased Vatican II identified the Baptized as the Church.  The phrase; "We are the Church," is very attractive to us.  But when it comes to reformation it is they not us who are to do the reforming.) 

	 A favorite story in the life of Jesus is that of the woman taken in adultery.  We approve with all our hearts how he protected her and turned the tables on those about to stone her, when he said: "Let him who is without sin cast the first stone.".  We are very moved when he turned to her after her accusers had slunk away and said: "Will no one condemn you?  Well then, neither will I.".  That fits so much into our picture of the kind and gentle Jesus.  But we ignore the reality.  That was not the end of the story.  He then added: "Go and sin no more.".  Yes, his compassion was absolute but he was not a fool.  He didn't try to pretend to himself or her that she had done nothing wrong.  Our temptation is to face the sin of her accusers and not hers.  We cannot eliminate her sin because theirs was greater.  We tend to do that in our own lives.  We look at how we are living and, compared to some of the extremes around us, we believe we are doing pretty well.  Some one else's greater failure doesn't remove our responsibility.


					GUILT


	A big fear in this area of sin is the danger of guilt trips.  That is quite proper and reasonable.  There is absolutely no value or purpose at all to such terrible experiences.  In order to avoid them, we tend to throw out the baby with the bath.  People say things such as; "I don't like blacks all that much but I don't see what that has to do with being Catholic, so I don't feel guilty.".  Or: "I had a fight with my wife before going to Holy Communion but I don't feel at all unworthy.  She had it coming to her.". Or: "I'm sleeping with my boy friend but I'm not disturbed and still go to Communion.".  Or: "The poor don't get to me at all.  I think it's their own fault.  Why should I feel guilty?".  You could multiply the examples in myriad ways but the only response to such people is to say to them: "I'm so glad you don't feel guilty.  Now tell me whether you are.".

	The feeling of guilt does not make something sinful, but the fact of guilt does.  Jesus Christ did not die for our feelings of guilt, he died for the reality of it.  Actually, there are many occasions of our deepest guilt, when we not only don't have the slightest twinge of guilt feelings but we really feel justified.  Haven't all of us done hurtful things because we thought we were standing up for a principle, or believed we had taken enough, or it wasn't good for the other person to get away with it, or, because we wanted something so badly, we couldn't help ourselves.  We not only did not feel guilty, we felt justified.  On other occasions, we did things perfectly good and loving but which were taken improperly by the other person, and that caused us to feel upset.  Feelings are not a good norm in evaluating our sinfulness.  Guilt trips are bad.  Actually, they are psychological aberrations with nothing to do with morality.  Facing into guilt, true guilt, is good because then there is hope of change and above all, there is salvation thru Jesus.  We shouldn't be afraid of coming to grips with our sins.  Jesus hates the sin, yes, but loves the sinner.

	There is a great fallacy, quite prevalent today, that all guilt is bad.  We must not fall into that trap.  Proper guilt is a sign of maturity.  It means that we are mature enough to recognize the rights and feelings of others and be concerned, when we violate them.  Guilt helps us to make the necessary changes in our lives, in order to correct our personal relationships and live up to our potential.  Without guilt, we could easily continue hurtful conduct and attitudes.  We, correctly, seek to protect ourselves from oppressive feelings of evil or failure.  We, properly, refuse to accept the imposition of any sense of rejection by God.  Such conditions are tragic distortions of reality, leading to self destructive mentalities within us.  The feelings of such guilt are bad, to be totally put behind us.  They are unhealthy.  The fact of guilt is another story.  Recognition of true guilt is a gift from God, drawing us closer to Him, enabling us to become more the kind of person we and He want us to be.  Healthy guilt leads to constructive changes.


				AREAS OF CONCERN


	One difficulty with Reconciliation is our problem with believing it works.  We accept the validity of absolution.  We believe our sins have been wiped away by the blood of the Lord.  Our hesitance with this Sacrament is that frequently nothing changes as a result.  Haven't we experienced going to Confession with great sincerity, determined this is it, we will never commit that sin again?  We really mean it.  Yet, the next time we go to Confession we have to mention the same sin and then the next time and the time after that.  It gets so discouraging, we are tempted to give up.

	A big factor is that we haven't taken possession of our sins.  Our mind set is that I did a sinful thing.  I bring my sin to this Sacrament, rather than myself.  In reality, the actions are the symptom of a sinful heart.  It should not be "I committed this sin" but "I AM a sinner.".  In a very real way it is false to say that Jesus died for sin.  No, he died for sinners.  He doesn't want to deal with my actions, when I come to him in his Sacrament.  He wants to deal with me.  When I use Confession to deal with the externals, I am missing so much.  The paradox is that until I take full possession of my sins I will never hand them over.  I am dealing with the symptom of my condition rather than my condition.

	It's like the alcoholic who thinks he drinks too much and doesn't face his addiction.  In our core sins, we are addicts.  It's male chauvinism, not intermittent insensitivity to my wife.  It's seeing the children as a burden, not getting mad at them sometimes.  It is the way we are, not the way we act.  When we go to Reconciliation as sinners rather than as one who has committed sin, there is much more hope we can take over control of our lives

	Sin is ingratitude for our gifts or abuse of them.  To discover our sins we must look to our gifts.  We search to find the best qualities we have and the most powerful graces.  Then we can learn where we are not exercising them or using them selfishly or exploitatively.  Sometimes it can work the other way around.  At times, our sins stand out and dominate out consciousness.  It is important not to leave it at that but to use those sins as clues to our gifts.  Sometimes our excessive concentration on work comes from our eagerness to do the best possible job or to give my family all I can.  Or my preaching at the kids comes from my deep convictions which I want them to share.  Sins according to St. Thomas are an excess or a diminishment of virtue.  Look at your sins to discover your real goodness.  Actually, only good people have big sins.  It takes a lot of goodness to be a big time sinner.  The rest of us are commonplace and ordinary.

	The act of Sacramental Confession should not so much be an occasion of feeling relieved and unburdened.  That those feelings are often there is wonderful and good.  But there is so much more.  Reconciliation should be an occasion of enlightenment, of true insight into the goodness and grace within me.  Furthermore, there should be a release and an empowerment, thru this Sacrament, which gives me courage and hope to be my full self.  Most of all, it should be a missioning, a sending forth in the name of the Lord and his people to spend the powers with which I have been endowed, generously and prophetically.  It should be a time to personally experience the saving hand of the Lord and then proclaim that salvation.  Salvation should not be a theological concept, we talk about abstractly, but a deeply personal life event which spreads from person to person.  We have made this Sacrament entirely too private and isolated.  In the past, it was called a Sacrament of the dead, meaning we had lost life through our sins and, through its power, were restored to the life granted us in Baptism.  But that Baptismal life is not merely one of being ok with God.  It is a life of evangelization.  We should be energized to bring the Good News to all.

	Any time I go to Confession and the entire center of that experience is my sins, I have reduced this Sacrament to a much lesser dimension than is intended.  First of all, the focus should be on me, not my sins.  The Lord is interested in touching me in the depths of my being.  So I go to him holding my sinful self out for him to embrace and clasp to his heart.  Secondly, I approach him with a heightened awareness of the goodness he has endowed me with, filled with gratitude and appreciation.  With such attitudes, Reconciliation, rather than being an occasion of anxiety and even fear, will be a moment of eager anticipation and joy.  It will be something to look forward to, a high point rather, than a going to the dentist.


				SIN AND OUR HURTS


	A further aspect of this Sacrament, of the utmost importance, is to recognize that the seeds of our sinfulness come form our hurts.  Our Confession is not complete if we do not probe into our sins to discover the hurts lying underneath.  We are discovering the truth of this in secular circumstances.  The children of alcoholics and divorced children, as adults, have discovered the conditions in which they were raised effect them even in their mature years.  This is true, even if they are not alcoholics themselves or have solid marriages.  They cannot walk away from their hurt history.

	It's the same in medical circumstances.  When a doctor asks for your medical history, he does not simply want to know the diseases you have experienced in your lifetime.  He wants your family's medical history.  Not all our illness come from our blood families, of course, but a great many do.  Thus, in looking for the hurts, which are the source of our sins, that is where we begin the search.  This is not a condemnation of our parents or siblings.  But we should recognize no one has ever had an ideal upbringing.  No one has ever been raised without hurts.  We can say: "That's all over with now.  It's been years.".  But that's like saying: "My mother died of breast cancer but she's dead twenty years so it doesn't effect me.".  We carry these hurts with us.  We breath them in and out.  They effect our attitudes toward money, sex, personal relationships, men, women, children, Church, jobs, friends, etc.

	A primary source of hurt is the father wound.  In our society, many of the finest men have been personally absent in their homes, unable or only intermittently able to express affection, tenderness and love.  How many today would have to say: "My father never told me he loved me."? (Or only did so on big occasions) Or: "My father never (rarely) hugged me.".  We all know the factors behind that: men were trained not to show their feelings, that their role was to be the bread winner, that was the way they expressed their love.  All that is true and is of great importance for us to know, because it helps us to understand and forgive, but it doesn't remove the hurt.

	Our women are taking the leadership in facing the tragedy of the personal absence of a father in their lives and how it affects their relationship with men, most of all.  But the father wound is just as severe, if not more so, in men.  They have witnessed their father suppressing his feelings and absenting himself from the personal and emotional life of the home.  The role model of manhood they have experienced has shaped them into the same sort of life style.  There is an emptiness in them and they often do not know why or, if they do, what can be done about it.


	Throughout our lives we have had hurts inflicted upon us thru friends, dates, spouses, children, the Church, etc.  These leave their scars and have an influence upon the way we perceive ourselves and others.

	There are many other sources of hurts which we have experienced growing up such as; an inadequate parental marriage, a possessive mother, sibling rivalry, rejection in school, hurts from the dating scene, failure in school, sports, friendship, etc.  The point of our recognition of these sufferings we have experienced is not to fall into the pity pot, to wail the "poor mes".  That would be of no service whatsoever.  We could make a comparison with education.  Suppose I was deprived of schooling, was illiterate, or I did go to school, even college, but it was very low grade and inadequate.  It would be counterproductive for me to bewail that lack and make do with the deficiency.  I have to recognize what I am missing, first, then get the education I need now.  So too, when hurts have been inflicted upon me, I can't give into them and let them stay there, wishing I had a better break in life.  They are holding me back, even more certainly, than a lack of education would.  Hurts are a power cell of sinfulness.  One thing is certain.  Anytime I am hurting I am also a hurter of others.

	The purpose of probing to discover the hurts which lie behind our sinful conduct is not to excuse ourselves so that we can continue to act the way we have been.  Just the contrary, it is to put us in a position to do something about it, to change.  Actually, Reconciliation should be as much about healing as about forgiving.  Unless I am healed, I will be basically in the same position I was, in the first place.  All the resolutions in the world will not be effective unless the condition is addressed.  We can see that, when it comes to the substance abuser.  The problem is not the substance but the condition.


				  HEALING


	When we participate in the Sacrament of Reconciliation, we should identify our hurt as well as our sin and seek healing as well as absolution.  We do not do this in order to excuse ourselves or to confess someone else's sins other than our own but in order to place our sinfulness in context.  They are our sins, we are responsible for them but their roots must be identified.  If I were an alcoholic and didn't mention that fact when I confessed getting drunk twice over a period of three weeks, there is no way the reality of my sinfulness has been revealed.

	This is not something we have been trained to do.  Our confessors have to help with this.  But they, too, will find this new and strange.  We must help one another.  Our priests should seek out the hurt which needs to be healed, as a normal part of this sacramental experience. Then, pray over and lay hands upon the person who has come.  This is the first step to new life in the Lord.  Truly, healing is an essential dimension of salvation.  If only my sin has been removed in Confession, I leave with the effects of the sins of others still buried in my heart.  The result is that sin breeds sin.  This Sacrament is not complete, if it merely addresses my sins.  All sins in me must be released, those I commit and those that have been committed against me.  We do not confess other people's sins.  We do offer the effects of their sins, the hurt that is in me.

	Both my hurts and my sins must be equally addressed.  Neither should be allowed to supercede the other.  I can't excuse the hurt by saying : "I deserved it.".  Or: "My sins are bigger that my hurts.".  Nor can I reduce the dimensions of my sins by saying: "I wouldn't be acting this way if...".  The hurt must be fully admitted and turned over to the Lord thru his people in order for me to let my sins go.  Part of that turning over is to forgive, truly and completely the person who has hurt me.  Sometimes, we clasp those hurts to ourselves, by refusing forgiveness.  The first step to our own healing is to release the other person from their sin by forgiving.

	But my sins are my sins.  I must take full responsibility for them.  Possibly, if I had another mother or father, my hurts would be different and so, therefore, would my sins.  But they are still mine.  A wife, for example, may have a great deal of difficulty trusting men because of the coldness with which her father treated her.  But her husband is suffering.  It is his pain which she is inflicting.  That is her responsibility.  In order to give up her sin, she has to forgive her father but she also needs the intervention of the people of God to remove the scars so she can be her full self with her husband.

	We simply don't deal with hurts, spiritually.  We either grin and bear them or look to the field of psychology to find a solution.  Without doubt the mental health field is useful.  For some, those who are seriously sick, in such a way as to be non functioning, it is an absolutely necessary resource.  It would be tragic to set up conflict or competition between the mental health profession and the spiritual.  They should go hand and glove.  The problem only arises when we substitute or replace one with the other.  If it is a mental health problem, that is the way it should be treated.  We are making a serious mistake to attempt to deal with it throughÿspiritual means.  Not only, will they not be effective; they can be positively destructive.  On the other hand, to try to substitute psychological methods for the spiritual can have the same damaging result.

	The more prevalent contemporary mistake is to use the psychological approach exclusively.  When a person is in deep pain, suffering personal agony, we automatically think of counselling.  That is fine, an excellent place to start, usually, with appropriate cautions about sufficient competency and professionalism on the part of the counsellor chosen.  The difficulty arises when the person under counselling believes, or is led to believe, that is sufficient in itself.  Professional mental health operatives are very effective at assisting their clients to get in touch with themselves and the persons, relationships and conditions causing pain.  Thru good therapy, a person comes to grips with what is happening in their life and learns to take appropriate measures to cope.  That is invaluable.  However, psychologists and psychiatrists cannot take away the pain.  They can help us to deal with it and to avoid or manage what has been destroying the person's life.  But true healing calls for divine intervention.  Thus, one filled with the charism of healing is called for as well as a counsellor.  This is not necessarily a second person but it does demand a wholly different methodology and perception.

	Part of the difficulty in the area of healing is that, in the twentieth century world, we are not comfortable with the immanence of God.  We are ill at ease with the intimacy of divine intervention.  That is so powerful, we are threatened.  Even truly faith filled people simply are not oriented toward thinking along those lines.  That is why we pretty much restrict healing to Shrines, fringe groups or Charismatics.  We do not expect God to be part of our daily lives in any practical and effective way.  He has become a moral guide, a haven and refuge, a consoler.

	So, the thought of being healed hardly ever enters into our minds as something that could happen to us or, if it did, it would be a once in a life time occurrence.  That is why miracles are so infrequent in our day and age.  We could ask ourselves why miracles were so frequent in the early Church , in comparison with today?  The answer might be that they were granted by God in order to establish the credibility of his Son and to facilitate the proclamation of the Glad Tidings.  Are those purposes any less pressing today?  Actually, the questions people ask of believers today all come down to one: "How is your Jesus different?".  To merely affirm his divinity is begging the question and is not very persuasive.  Were we to reply in terms of his ideals and example we reduce him to a religious leader of which there are many - Moses, Mohammed, Confucius, Budda.  They are really looking for an answer to how their lives will be directly and powerfully affected.  The truth is, miracles are absolutely necessary to effectively proclaim Jesus Christ.  He couldn't do without them, why do we think we can?  Good deeds and good example are fine and wonderful but are not enough in themselves.  They remain on the human plane.  Any good person can do that.

	It is an interesting phenomenon to witness the miracles taking place in the Charismatic Renewal Communities.  That reality raises the question as to why.  The stunning but truthful response is because they desire them, allow them, expect them.  God doesn't force his graces and charisms upon us.  We have to want and accept them.  Most of us are so brainwashed by the society we live in that the whole notion of the immediacy of God is foreign to us.  We make religion a club with its rites, practices and conditions.  We are such an independent and self sufficient people, who look to our own human resources, almost exclusively.  We think miracles are a thing of the past, for the uneducated and simplistic, only to be thought about when all else fails.  As his people, we should be different.  We are a community of God's chosen ones, with whom he desires an intimate relationship.  He wants to be a full part of our life.  That very definitely includes lifting from us, through the people of his Church, any barrier to our happiness.  But that intimacy which he offers is an invitation not a command.  We have to allow his power to be present and effective to us.

	When we talk about healing and miracles we usually are referring to the physical kind: cures for cancer, AIDS, or some restoration to health from a hopeless life threatening disease.  Such miracles are important to give credibility to the more frequent healing of interior hurts.  Such interior healings range from the awesome: being sexually abused as a child, or physically beaten or raped, divorce, all the way down to the more mundane but, none the less, real sufferings that come from husband and wife disagreements, adolescent rebellion, loneliness, etc.

	We have to pray very fervently to be open to our Father's healing presence in our lives.  It is not God's will for us to suffer.  He is too good a God for that.  Healing is at our disposal.  All we have to do is to reach out and accept it.  But we need His intervention to change our hearts so that openness to Him will be present.  We have to get away from the popular thinking.

	There are many forms of healing available in the Church.  Sometimes, we believe the only type of healing is the Charismatic.  Our Charismatic brothers and sisters deserve our undying gratitude for bringing to our consciousness, in the Church, the reality of the magnificent charism of healing.  Their form of healing is wonderful and good but we are not limited to that one possibility.  There are many forms of healing available to us in the Church: the Sacraments of the Eucharist, Reconciliation and the Sick relics, shrines, laying on of hands to mention some.  The Sacrament of Confirmation is a basic source of the charism of healing.  Thus, many in the Church, thru this Sacrament have the power to lay hands on people to heal them.

	At the moment, we want to focus our attention on the opportunity to be healed which the Sacrament of Reconciliation affords.  As we have pointed out, there is an intimate connection between hurts and sin.  Hurt is the breeding ground of sin.  Unless we positively address the hurt behind the sin we will not face into the condition of the penitent.  We will only deal with the symptom.  Consequently, any one going to the Sacrament of Reconciliation must examine their hurts as well as their sins.  They are called to take full possession of both and bring each of them as their gift to the Church.  Then the Church can be at its best with them - taking away their sins and restoring to them their goodness.  In this way, Reconciliation will be complete.  Right now, in most cases, it is only half done.

	When we approach Reconciliation with our sins and hurts, we should ask the priest, as the spokesperson for the Community of the People of God, to remove both.  We don't bring our hurts primarily for advice.  The confessor might be a wise person with a lot of experience, so any thoughts he has to offer could be of true value.  But it has to go beyond that.  All the advice in the world, no matter how inspired, will not change my condition of pain.  At most, it will help me to understand the circumstances, the causes, the effects and how to best deal with the consequences.  We want and deserve much more.  We want him to call forth God's direct sacramental intervention, so that we are whole again.  Thru the power of the Sacrament, he should call forth the presence of the Lord and lay hands upon us in the name of the Body of Christ.  He should attempt to cast out the hurt oppressing us.

	Many priests will be reluctant.  Partially because they are not used to this nor were they so trained and,  partially because they do not perceive themselves as good enough.  Another reason is because they, too, are infused with the attitude toward healing in our culture.  A further block is because they do not know how, as well as the fact that such closeness to God's power is scary.  All those reasons are understandable but not suasive.  Of course, priests are not good enough.  None of us are.  Besides, they are not doing the healing, God is.  They are merely the conduit.  Isn't it fascinating, though, we know we are unworthy to be the instrument of God's power to forgive sins, we still permit Him to act through us in this way but are frightened away from being His tool in healing.

	The confessor and the penitent would be well served to pray together for their mutual needs: the penitents willingness to be healed and the confessors acceptance of the power to heal.  This cannot be a quick and ritualized prayer.  It should be deep and compelling, continued until it is effective and the Lord has been allowed to take them over.  They should talk over and share with one another how effective the prayer is and how they need to be prayed for. In this way, the other person can direct his or her prayers properly and meaningfully.

	Should the healing not take place or be only partial, we cannot walk away and let it be.  The person is still in pain.  The seeds of sin remain.  In all probability, the reason can be found in some lack of acceptance, on either or both their parts, of God's answer to their prayer for the willingness to be healed and the power to heal.  We cannot hide behind the cop out: "It's not God's will.".  That could be true in the case of some disease or physical suffering.  But we cannot say it is God's will for sin to continue or that the sins of others should continue to live in this person's life, thru their pain.  If the healing isn't there or is incomplete, then, the penitent should be sent to someone in the parish, blessed, especially strongly, with the power to heal.  Naturally, the penitent in approaching such a person would not mention their sins, just their hurt.  The person is a healer not a confessor.

	One objection people have is that they think it is making too big a deal, too much fuss.  It is hard to look at that objection and not be puzzled as to why a person would choose to live in pain, as long as there was any possibility that pain could be taken away.  But this is a perfect example of our humanity.  We are not always logical or even sensible.  Doctors have the same experience with their patients.  Some don't come until after the disease is full blown, some won't come at all.  We have to gently encourage our people to take the normal Godly means to live their lives in accordance with his desires for their happiness and well being.  

	Probably, the most effective motivation to overcome their reluctance is to help them to see how important the healing is not only for their own peace of mind and fulfillment in life but that it is equally essential for their loved ones.  They should bring to the forefront of their consciousness the pain they are inflicting because of the pain they are experiencing on their spouse, children, blood family, friends, the people of the Church  Many times, we won't do things hard or strange for our own sake, but will do them for our loved ones.  They should pray for the Lord to enlighten them fully as to the suffering of those close to them, which their sins cause.  This is not aimed at making them feel guilty about their sins but to motivate them to release their pain into the loving hands of the Lord.

	They can ask our Father to breath their loved ones' pain into them so that they can truly experience it in its full dimensions.  This is not being masochistic.  The purpose is not to experience the pain for its own sake but to wake them up, to give them a different perspective on their own hurt and suffering.  When that includes the agony their loved ones are experiencing, it changes the whole picture.  Now their pain is not just their own any more.  It is not just personal but mutual.  What they might not do for themselves, they will do for their loves.  In other words, we want to draw on their compassion.  These are good people.  We want to call upon their tenderheartedness.

	This connection between sin and hurt, absolution and healing, should not be ignored or made a matter of little import.  The intimate relationship on both sides is clear.  We must break the linkage of sin leading to hurt which leads to more sin which leads to more hurt and so on until the Second Coming.  Forgiveness is not enough.  Without healing, we lose the power to fully accept it and make it an effective dimension of our life style.  We are a forgiven people.  You see a bumper sticker on some cars which says: " Christians don't sin less.  They are just forgiven.".  That's a clever saying but is also tragic.  It correctly means we are no better than any one else.  That is important to recognize.  While we are no better, God has entered our lives in a special way and that does make us different.  But that difference - forgiveness - doesn't show because we keep sinning.

	The sinning continues because we haven't been healed.  Without the healing, we do not experience and live out our forgiveness in its entirety.  Yes, we are a forgiven people.  How wonderful to savor that reality.  But even more glorious is to truly internalize the fact that we are a healed people.  That means we are released from the never ending cycle of being hurt and sinning.  It is a fact that the hurt person is also a hurter.  The one follows the other like night follows day.  If we truly wish to reform our lives and eliminate our sins we must be healed.


			SELF FORGIVENESS


	Another factor, important in this whole consideration of sin and forgiveness, is the matter of self forgiveness.  One reason God's forgiveness doesn't truly take hold of us is that we haven't always forgiven ourselves.  We're so embarrassed by our failure, discouraged by our weakness or the fact our sins continue that we give up on ourselves.  We really can't receive the Father's forgiveness, plentiful and present everywhere though it is, unless we forgive ourselves.  The practice of general confession has a long and honored tradition in the Church Community.  In many cases, though, it can be a digging up of the past to no purpose.  That is not always so, but too often happens.  This is not to deny God's presence in such a confession nor that His paternal tenderness is exercised.  But when such a confession focuses primarily on repeating all the sinful things I have done, it is hard to see that as life giving.  After all, these sins have already been forgiven through previous confessions.

	On the other hand, were the general confession to concentrate on those sins we have not yet forgiven in ourselves, great profit could result.  The sins, referred to here, are those which recur in my mind, that keep popping up from time to time.  I believe God has forgiven me but I somehow judge I don't deserve forgiveness or still am most uncomfortable with the thought of this in my past.  It would be very fruitful to take those sins back to this wonderful Sacrament.  The purpose would not be to have them forgiven again by my Father.  He's already done that fully and irrevocably.  The goal would be to utilize the power of the Sacrament to call forth through the power of the Lord my own forgiveness.  I would be looking to make my forgiveness of myself as total and pervasive as my Father's.

	Of course, I have to learn from my sins; most of all to be fully aware of the pain I am capable of inflicting.  Also, I have to be alert to the conditions and circumstances which most incline me to impose that pain, and to reinforce my purpose of amendment.  But all that is in the context of not holding my sins against me.  I have to embrace and accept myself again fully and freely recognizing I am a new man/woman in the Lord.  Otherwise, I will identify myself by my badness rather than my goodness.  That is a false self awareness which, in the long run, will diminish my capacity for living out my graces and expand my inclination to repeat and widen my sinfulness.  If I am not willing to forgive me for my own sake, then I should definitely do so for the sake of those around me.


				FORGIVING OTHERS


	An important dimension of forgiving myself and of the acceptance of the full potential of the Sacrament of Reconciliation is our Gospel call to forgive others.  Here, we are particularly addressing the need to forgive those who are closest to us: spouse, children, parents, relatives, close friends.  We know how strong the Bible is about this.  The words of Jesus ring in our ears as he warns us about bringing a gift to the altar and discovering you have something against your brother.  He instructs us to leave the gift, go make it up with your brother before returning to the altar.  St John is very strong in testifying that anyone who says he loves God whom he does not see, while hating his brother whom he does see, is a liar.  The Our Father puts it right on the line.  We approach our Heavenly Father and ask Him to forgive us to the same degree we forgive those who have offended us.

	Jesus told us the parable of the servant who owed his master a huge sum of money.  The master was, at first inclined to send him to debtors' prison.  He listened, though, to the man's pleas for his family.  He not only released him but wiped out the debt.  That same servant then went after a fellow servant who owed him a few dollars.  He refused all pleas and had the man put in jail.  When the master heard of this hard hearted hypocrisy, his full wrath was released.  All these are Biblical teachings we know quite well.  It is, in all honesty easier to be on the receiving end than the giving.  It is nice to know we will be forgiven but most difficult, on occasions, to grant it.

	There are many motivations which can help us overcome the hardness of heart which can suppress our life of grace and gentleness.  First of all, in forgiving, we are not only saying the Our Father, we are living it out.  Our forgiveness makes us most like the Father.  We are most in His image and likeness.  Another help is to think of how others have forgiven you.  Recall the greatest forgiveness you have ever received in your life, from someone close to you.  Let your gratitude for this gift gentle you and draw your forgiveness out of you.  (It is important to recognize that when forgiveness is called for, there has been some fault.  We do not have to bring ourselves to admit the other person was right.  If they were right, they wouldn't need our forgiveness.)  To forgive others is to release them.  Our lack of forgiveness binds them to us in the very sin.  Our whole relationship with them is colored by their offense against us.  We cannot see them in any other way but as hurters.  Any goodness in them is buried.  We cannot let them love us, until we forgive them.  So we are the biggest losers of all.

	In St. Luke's Gospel VI: 27 - 28, we are given the three steps to forgiveness.  He tells us to decide to love them, to do good to those who have hurt you and to pray for them.  The first step is to decide, to deliberately choose to love.  That is the last thing in the world we want to do but there will be no movement until we do.  Then act upon that love.  Go out of your way to do something to please the person.  Do something which will add to their happiness.  Then, pray up a storm for them.  Ask the Lord to tell you what he thinks of them.  Draw upon his tenderness of heart.

	Ask the Father to show you the feelings within that person which causes their sins against you.  Let Him reveal the sadness, anger, loneliness they are experiencing.  Then, ask Him to recall to your memory the times when you have experienced the same feelings.  Let the Father show you how these feelings lead to similar attitudes and perhaps unloving behavior.  Let Him lead you to compassion for the one who has damaged you.

	There will be a double effect of this prayer.  It will lead you to be more merciful to that person.  In addition, you will discover how you are like that person and lead you to forgive yourself.  It is in forgiving others that we find our greatest capacity to forgive ourselves.  We are never at peace with ourselves, when we are carrying resentment and bitterness.

	Ask Jesus to give you his willingness to forgive.  Go to the cross and experience his mercy poured out on the person who has hurt you.  Breath it in and out with every breath.  As you exhale, expel any darkness and harshness within you.  When you inhale, breathe in the love of Jesus.  Breathe out all that blocks your forgiveness.  Breathe in all the power of Jesus to forgive.  Keep it up, with slow, rythmatic breaths until the forgiveness is complete.


			   THE CONFESSION PROPER


	To continue our approach to making the Sacrament of Reconciliation a complete experience rather than a partial one we need to look at the penance we are to accept.  We are attempting to make this Sacramental experience much broader than has been the custom.  In the past, we have pretty much limited our examination of conscience in preparation to a review of individual, isolated violations of rules and principles, and that from the perspective of our teaching in childhood.  Then, we approached the Sacrament with the list of sins we had thus discovered and left all the rest up to the priest.  We answered any questions he might pose - it was a delight when we discovered a priest who had none- listen, sometimes appreciatively, but other times indifferently or, even, impatiently to the advice he might give, be told what prayers to say, say the act of contrition, receive absolution and walk out.  It was a predominantly passive experience.  Something, for the most part, done to us.

	Now there are beginning to be changes.  First and foremost, we can approach the priest face to face.  Rather than being dark and anonymous, a whispered voice mentioning no nos, we can be our full selves.  The previous circumstances led to a climate of shamefulness, now we can celebrate this Sacrament.  That is the proper focus.  Then, personal prayer has been added to the ceremony.  That can and should make such a difference.  However, it seems, up to the present, for the most part, the prayer is offered by the priest and is usually rather general, one that could be offered for anyone.

	The penitent should determine the focus of the prayer and actively participate.  The confessor needs to learn from the one participating in this Sacrament just how she/he needs to be prayed for.  Possibly, it is for a greater awareness of the sins which need to be held out to the Lord.  Sometimes, we are distracted or blind in our examination of conscience.  Or, it could be we need to pray for insight into my hurts or an openness to being healed.  Another area, possibly necessary to pray about, is for an increase in my purpose of amendment.  Or, the power to forgive myself.  Any, some or all of these, could be the proper focus of our confessional prayer.  In any case, this prayer should not just be a pious occasion, a nice part of the ritual.  It should be personally directed.  Moreover, there is no time limit.  We should pray together until whatever I need from the Lord has been accomplished in me.  Too often, we pray sincerely but unexpectingly.

	The Scripture passage should be chosen by the penitent, in most cases.  Again we want to personalize this.  The passage selected should be along the lines of the person's needs, one which will inspire or prophecy.  Now, it could happen that the penitent realizes a likelihood within self of choosing something from Scripture which is non-challenging.  In which case the selection should be made by the priest, using the prayer they offered together as an indication of the part of Scripture, best suited for this penitent.  Consequently, the priest should not have a predetermined Scripture passage he uses for everyone who comes that day.

	Then, the actual confession of sins is made but now, this confession is much deeper and more meaningful.  We offer to the Lord not just individual actions which violate our integrity but habits, conditions of being, perceptions of life and lifestyles interfering with, blocking or denying the Gospel message.  The pain our sins cause in others is clearly brought out.  It should be evident, in the very content of our confession, that we are seeking full repentance and not merely escape from our sins.  John the Baptist, as the forerunner of the Lord, called to repentance.  That is, a change of life.  Stopping the incidence of an individual bad practice is not sufficient.  When we come to the Lord with our sins he calls us to conversion.  It is so important that the sins we bring to this Sacrament be those of our life style rather than isolated actions and we be most conscious of the suffering of others thru our sin.  We should look to our condition of sin, rather than merely the individual expressions of it.  We should look to the patterns of pain our loved ones experience from us.

	The next dimension of the Sacrament is to share the hurts behind the sinfulness.  This is an essential aspect of confession.  These must be shared as an integral part of our sins, the very source of them.  In that way, the healing process can, at the very least, begin.  The priest and penitent must cooperate with one another to bring out not only the name of the hurt but the full experience of pain the person endures.  This fulness is very important for the healing.  The penitent, through gentle questioning, should be led to bring forth how they are experiencing the pain, the height of it, the breadth of it, the weight and color, where they most feel it in their body, how it effects their self perception.  Then, in mutual prayer, the priest calls upon the power invested in him by the people of the Church in his Sacrament of Confirmation and the special charism of the Sacrament of Reconciliation and lays hands upon the hurting sinner.

	This should not solely be an action done with some hope in both their hearts that something good might happen.  That is like hoping to hit the jack pot or the lottery.  There should be real expectation here.  We have a right, in the name of the Church, to demand this healing, from our Father, for the sake of this brother or sister's well being.  Sin is not God's will.  But, if He is to be serious about that, He must give us the capability to live in accordance with His Son's teaching.  It is not possible to live that way fully and freely, when we are suffering.  Healing should assume equal importance in the minds of both penitent and confessor with the absolution itself.

	The Sacrament of Reconciliation is, in a very special way, the Sacrament of salvation (all Sacraments, of course are, but this one most specifically).  Salvation calls for forgiveness but in order for the person to be restored to full innocence healing is demanded.  The forgiveness takes care of the sins I have inflicted on others but it doesn't address the sins I have experienced from others.  So even though my sins are forgiven, sin still exists within me.  If our Father in heaven is serious about calling me to a life of holiness and love, he must respond to my call to have all sin lifted from my heart - my own and others.  Thus, either directly, at the time of confession itself, or afterwards through some person in the parish who has the charism of healing in a special way, I must have the power of the Lord overtake me with a full healing.  Mercy is central to Jesus' mission.  Mercy is far broader and deeper than forgiveness.  Forgiveness is part of mercy but healing is equally so.  The prayer over the centuries in the Church has been: "My Jesus mercy.".


					PENANCE


	The next gift the penitent brings to the Sacrament of Reconciliation is to identify the penance they believe most appropriate and helpful.  This is an essential and vital part of the Sacramental experience.  Unfortunately, at the moment, it is looked on as tag on.  Moreover, the morale of our priests is badly battered, at this time, especially in regards to this Sacrament.  They know great mistakes have been made in Confession and people, having been hurt, are very judgmental of confessors.  The priest is afraid to be looked upon as a harsh confessor, so he usually asks the person to say three Hail Marys or something along those lines.  The result is that the penitent dutiful offers those prayers and then forgets about it.  No connection is perceived between the confession and the penance because there is none.  That is such a loss.  It leaves the Sacramental experience incomplete.  In no way, does it interfere with the forgiveness of sins but it blocks the full living out of that forgiveness.

	The teaching about the Sacrament of Reconciliation calls the priest to offer the penitent a "salutary" penance.  Salutary comes from the Latin and means: health giving.  In other words, there is the recognition that sin is a disease.  We need to be made completely healthy again.  Sin is not something external, something outside us.  It has intruded and left weakness and susceptibility within us.  So we need something to restore our full strength, to build us up.  Our normal life of grace, prayer, the Eucharist, acts of sacrifice and love do much along these lines.  But there is a special power and effectiveness, for this purpose, in sacramental penance.  Once again, as in everything about this Sacrament, it should be personalized, made specific for the individual penitent.  That means that it should be worked out between the penitent and the confessor.  Furthermore, it should be appropriate for the sins being addressed and effective antidotes for the particular weakness suffered.

	The penance should be taken seriously.  It is no favor to the person in confession to trivialize this.  The point is not to give something as light as can be, which the person is able to do as quickly and easily as possible.  We are not suggesting it be deliberately made difficult, much less rigorous, for its own sake.  There is no value in difficulty for the sake of difficulty.  We are not being macho here.  We are suggesting it be effective for its purpose, which is to counteract the inbred loss of energy that results from sin.  Since we are discussing life style sins, sins from my inner being and value system, then the penance must be along those lines.  We cannot merely treat the symptom, we must attack the disease.  That is why it must be a serious and meaningful penance.  This is in no way to be punitive.  It means to take the penitent seriously and helpfully.  If I go to a doctor, he will not recommend a treatment because it is easy or will please me.  He will suggest what is best and most successful.

	The penitent and confessor should work out together what both believe will work best, taking into account the personality of the penitent, the sin orientation, and the spiritual history.  The penitent should take the leadership in this.  It is not fair to the confessor for the penitent to be unprepared, when the time comes for an assignment of penance.  This should be a very real part of the penitent's examination of conscience.  It should be not merely a looking to the past but a preparation for the future.  So, in the examination, the person should ask self what antidotes can I introduce into my life style.

	The focus should not just be on what would be a good, much less hard thing, to introduce into my life, such as daily Mass or fasting, but what will directly address my specific inclination to sin.  For example, take a husband not listening to his wife.  This, of course, is a serious violation of his marriage vows.  She shouldn't have to fight to win his attention.  He first has to ask himself what he does instead of listening to her.  Probably, he is reading the newspaper or watching television.  A suitable penance he might suggest to his confessor is that he give up newspapers and television for a month.  The reasoning behind this suggestion is that, right now, he is an addict to the papers and TV.  They have taken over his life.  He does them automatically without thought.  They are his fix.  The point of this penance is not to do something dramatic, much less severely penalizing.  It is to free him so he can be his real self with his wife.  It is intended to effect a cure.  Thus, it is truly salutary.

	Notice the penitent chooses a penance such as this.  He asks the confessor to give him this as his penance.  Thus, it is no longer a personal activity of the man but, now, a sacramental one, with all the power that contains.  It might happen, because this approach to a salutary penance is so new, a sincere penitent might not be able to think of something appropriate, a wise and experienced confessor, who has talked to good people about this, could help with some suggestions.  But it is to be an offered penance not an imposed one.  The penitent should be asked, if he finds this acceptable.  Should there be any hesitance, another penance should be offered.

	Some other possibilities in the line of salutary penances.  Suppose a husband confesses male chauvinism, particularly in relationship to his wife and daughters.  This doesn't happen often but is beginning.  Hopefully, it will become more normal.  A good penance to suggest that he attend some meetings of NOW or some other feminist organization.  He doesn't have to become a life long member or agree with all their positions.  But the exposure to the pain our women are suffering would be an eye opener to such a good man.  Or a wife who intensely disliked her mother in law and found herself constantly criticizing her, at least interiorly, might be offered the penance of going on a campaign of prayer and penance to fall in love with that woman.  As long as the wife stays where she is, even though she is very good and sincere, it will be a constant and, often enough, losing battle to control her tongue and thoughts.  The true cure is a total change of attitude brought about by talking to people who love this woman in order to transfuse some of their love into herself.

	Now, at first glance, these penances may seem extreme.  Partially, this reaction comes from our past experiences of the trivial penances we have been given.  This is a big leap.  But a larger part of our reaction comes from our attitude toward sin.  There can be a shoulder shrugging attitude toward it, a mentality that it isn't all that bad.  To whom, isn't it that bad?  It might not be to us but to the person or persons being effected by ours sins it is another story.  We are good people so we would like to stop sinning but we are not committed to that goal.  We can be as wishy washy about this as we are about most of our New Year's resolutions.  The penance should match the pain.


			  FAMILY RECONCILIATION


	Another beautiful habit to introduce into our experience of the Sacrament of Reconciliation is to participate as a family.  By that I don't suggest that we should all crowd into the confessional at the same time.  I do mean we should prepare together, go at the same time, and share together afterwards the meaning to each of us of this sacrament.  The whole family could gather together with a passage of Scripture to ponder over and share.  Then, pray personally for each member of the family in accordance with how they see their need.  The next step would be for each family member to mention where they perceive their sins to lie and to draw deeper insight into themselves from the others.  They can also plan out meaningful penances for each family member.  This can be a powerful experience of family closeness.  The children can be particularly helpful to the parents.  Of course, this should not be an occasion for getting out my gripes against another family member.  We are not in an adversarial position with one another, in these circumstances.  We are on each other's side, attempting to help one another be at their best.  Then, we go to the Church and pray fervently with and for one another as one by one we receive the Sacrament.  On returning home, either immediately or within the next day or so, the family should gather again to share the fruits each has individually received from the Sacrament, what it meant interiorly.  If they wish, they can share their penances and how they intend to carry them out.  Each member can then pitch in with how they will help the others with their penances and how they want the rest of the family to help them with their own.

	This would be an extraordinary experience of family bonding, bringing every one closer to one another.  Maybe, even more significantly, it will be a magnificent exposure to Church as it is really meant to be.  We are so private as Catholics.  We have degenerated into a me and Jesus spirituality.  Our ecclesial spirituality should be communal.  We are called to approach the Lord, in union with the faithful.  That best starts with our own flesh and blood who lead us to his flesh and blood.  The faith of all of us will be in each of us.  The individual family member doesn't have to have it all by his/her self.  Together, we have so much more that any one has.  Furthermore, sharing is like singing.  St. Augustine said: "He who sings, prays twice.".  When we share our faith experiences, they are deepened, emphasized and echoed back to us.


			   REGULAR CONFESSOR


	One final, but necessary, point has to be made, in the context of the above suggestions.  To carry all this out we need a regular confessor.  To simply go to whomever happens to be hearing that afternoon or evening is irresponsible.  Such a practice is a hang over from the past teachings in which the Sacrament became almost a magic act for the removal of sin.  There should be a personal relationship between the penitent and confessor.  After all sin is very intimate and personal.  We will not feel fully free and open with any Father Tom, Dick or Harry.  We wouldn't do this with our doctors.  We don't just walk into the office and go into the first doctor available, except in cases of extreme emergency.  We should be, at least, as careful in the selection of a confessor as we are of a doctor.

	We have to choose a confessor right for us.  Yes, all priests have the power but it should be personalized.  It would be nice to find a priest right in our parish but that doesn't always happen.  So we might have to go to a religious house or a school with priest teachers or to a retreat house.  In any case, we can't just walk up to a priest and ask him to be our regular confessor.  Try him out first.  We would not walk into a store and buy the first dress or suit off the rack.  We would try some on, see how it fitted, think about it, maybe go to other stores before we finally settled on the one we wanted to buy.  That's because we look on that as an important decision.  The same is true of the choice of a confessor.  We want to try him on, see whether he fits, whether we are comfortable with him.  By comfort, I don't mean he doesn't say anything meaningful to us, he doesn't challenge us but a priest we think understands and cares about us; we're not just another penitent.  It probably means trying several or more confessors, until I find the one who is right for me.  The one who will draw the most out of me and call me to greatness.

	Once we have a regular confessor, we arrange for specific regular intervals of confession.  A regular confessor is not one we go to once a year.  He can't get to know us that way.  Monthly is a good norm.  Then, over a period of time we will become very close to one another, which is what this sacrament is all about.  Isn't it awful that the one thing in the old Church that was one on one was so depersonalized.  Confession is such a great opportunity for being treated individually instead of one of a crowd.  A regular confessor makes that personalization possible.  In the early Irish Church the confessor was called: "A Soul Friend".  Isn't that a lovely concept.  That is exactly what we should be seeking.

	One reason for resistance to the idea of a regular confessor is that so many wonderful Catholics don't think they are good enough.  That is so false.  You are the Body of Christ.  You are full of grace.  You deserve this individual attention and caring.  Please don't limit this privilege to priests and nuns and an occasional layperson.  This is open to all the beautiful members of the Body of Christ.  Treat yourself.

	We have said a lot here.  It can overload your circuits.  Don't panic.  Take it little by little.  By that I don't mean that you should pick and choose only parts of this.  It is all important.  It all fits together.  But I do mean not to get overwhelmed.  Something like this cannot be read merely once and be totally absorbed.  It needs to be read over and over again.  Furthermore, it needs to be prayed over.  We cannot fully absorb the full meaning of Sacramental awareness just by ourselves.  We need the Lord's inspiration, guidance and encouragement.  Then, take it one step at a time.  Start with the examination of conscience.  	There is an excellent companion booklet to this one called FOR BETTER LOVERS.  It is an Examination of Conscience For A Couple.  That should be helpful.  Then gradually take the next step and then the next.  Let the Lord himself lead and empower you along this path.



















































	The seal of the Pastoral and Matrimonial Renewal Center is of the ringed head of a High Cross from Castledermot, Ireland.  The crucifixion represented on early Irish crosses is almost universally the crucifixion according to the Gospel of John (Jn: 19:37).  It is the glorified Christ who is represented: Christ as king and as priest, breathing forth the Spirit at the moment of his death.  The spear pierces his side and blood and water flow out: the water symbolic of the Spirit and of Baptism, the blood of Redemption and the Eucharist.
	The crucifixion in early Irish art is not shown as Jesus alone and abandoned, but it is a peopled crucifixion - it is Jesus among his disciples, Jesus risen and present among the people of his Church.  Jesus Reigns in the midst of his disciples, gathered in unity, who are also his apostles, sent to proclaim his salvation to the four corners of the earth.

Drawing by Sr. Pauline McGrath, O.P.
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			  AMBITIONS FOR LOVERS

		Two Sacraments Reinforcing One Another


	The Sacrament of Reconciliation is a wonderful Sacrament.  It is the Lord reaching our in tender concern to his people.  He wants us to be happy and lead a full life.  This is a beautiful expression of His love for us.  He reaches out his arms to embrace us.  This is a magnificent opportunity to live out the Parable of the Prodigal Son.  To many, the experience of Confession has been negative.  Fr. Chuck shows us the glorious positive.

	People, in the Church, are very confused today about Reconciliation.  Many go intermittently, some not at all.  This Booklet is intended to open our horizons to the possibilities that are available through this special meeting with the Lord.  It speaks of a whole new approach, making the experience personally meaningful.  This is a Booklet to be read over and over again., pondering the insights deeply in our hearts.



